
Cryptozmarket

PRIVATE TRANSACTIONS

SOCIAL NETWORK

Minimal fees

Earn money from
items you don't

use anymore

What it is, how it works and why I should join

The main issue with
transactions

between Buyers and
Sellers, is trust

We created a
customized social

platform exclusively
for Crypto owners &

lovers

Cryptozmarket
earns fees via User

transactions

Exchange in opinions,
securing your anonymity
within Cryptozmarket. We
do not keep personal data

All other services
through our Platform

are for free

Get crypto without
intermediaries
such as Banks,
Exchanges, etc

cryptozmarket.com

We overcome the issue
by creating a smart

contract. We trust in
Blockchain technology

By selling
unnecessary used
items, you provide
the opportunity to

someone else 

to purchase and use
those again, thus
contributing to

promoting Circular
Economy values

CIRCULAR ECONOMY



Creates an ad within the
Cryptozmarket platform. Marks

item value in Stablecoins
(currently BUSD) 

SELLER BUYER

-BUYER-
BUY NOW

 

Selects the product
by clicking "BUY NOW"

Cryptozmarket verifies
whether a wallet in the

browser exists and if it has
passed the BS Chain

network control or not.
If there is not a verification
of the above, the Buyer must

approve the process by
following instructions.

BUYER

After the ''Buy Now'' process
is completed, Cryptozmarket
will open a pop-up window

with full details of the order. 

- Item value
- Transportation fees
-  Cryptozmarket fees

SELLER

SELLER ACCEPTS

BUYER

BUYER
CANCELS

Buyer can reject the
transaction within 24

hours from Order details
receival, for any reason

whatsoever. Then, an Item
value refund occurs

BUYER ALL
GOOD

PROFILE XP

After the Smart Contract
successful completion, Seller
receives the corresponding
XP to his Profile. That way,

User is certified as a trusted
Seller and levels up in the

Cryptozmarket
 

Cryptozmarket
Interaction through Smart Contracts

Following that, the Digital
Wallet will request the Buyer
to create the smart contract
for the transaction, that will

lead to an order
Then, the Stablecoins will be
locked to the Blockchain and

will initially remain there

The Seller will receive a
notification through the

Cryptozmarket platform and
an email will be sent too.

At this stage the order can be
rejected. In that case the

Stablecoins will be returned
to the Buyer.

If the Order is accepted, the
first step of the contract is

fulfilled

After clicking on the ''Accept
Transaction'' button, the
Seller will receive to his
Wallet the value of the
Transportation Fees.

Then, proceeds with shipping
the Item and updating the

Cryptozmarket Platform with  
Track Number and Courier

details

Buyer will receive a notification
through the Cryptozmarket

platform and an email will be
sent too mentioning updated

Order details.
At this stage is of great

importance to carefully verify 
 that Shipping details are

accurate 

After verifying that Shipping
details are accurate, Buyer

releases the remaining
Stablecoins to the Seller ( Item
Value ), by clicking ''Complete
Transaction''. Then the Smart

Contract is completed 

cryptozmarket.com



Cryptozmarket
Future Additions and Ambitions

Group Function

For Business

The Seller will be
rewarded with NFT

of a value
proportional to the

XP already
collected to his

profile

A Function will be
added to the

Cryptozmarket
Network which will

enable Users 

Businesses all
around the Globe
will able to sell
their products

through
Cryptozmarket

User will be able to
choose between

Businesses or Private
Individuals for their

purchases

Earned NFT's can
be applied on
Users profile,
indicating a

Trusted Seller
Constitute or can
be simply sold to

gain money

to create their own
Groups of Friends

with similar
interests and

preferable topics 

Cryptozmarket.com


